KBT Ltd
Carlton Business Centre
132 Saltley Road, Saltley
Birmingham
B7 4TH
Tel: 0121 359 2349
Fax: 0121 359 7784

Waterproof Fabric PU 4oz
Available Colours:

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

KBT1859-F9-B391
Light Gold
150cm
£5.99/mtr

Light Gold

White

Black

Turquoise

Red

Flo Yellow (HiVis)

Pink

Royal

Stone

Olive

Purple

Flo Orange (HiVis)

Mustard

Wine

Bottle Green

Grey

Sage

Navy

Dark Brown

Lilac

Sky Blue

Teal

Petrol(C)

Cerise

Bulk Purchase:

Roll Length:
Roll Price:

100 mtrs
3.99/mtr

Army Camo

Description:
Our 4oz waterproof fabric is one of our biggest sellers. It’s proven to be a great all-rounder for indoor and
outdoor work. Its uses range from industrial weather protection to arts and crafts! The weatherproofing
and lightweight quality makes it ideal outdoor clothing. Rain macs, jackets sports wear, umbrellas and pet
coats all benefit from this great waterproof fabric. Made from a densely knit of weave 100% polyester
fabric the back of the fabric is coated with polyurethane ( PU) and is inherently treated, this gives the
fabric an excellent waterproof barrier against liquid.

Another reason the 4oz waterproof is so popular is the weight. Light enough to be portable, waterproof
covers will be strong enough to withstand most weather conditions so you can fold up and carry 4oz
sheets around. The fabric weight is light enough to hang on rails, splash proof curtains for the home and
creative work can be raised without any damage to rails or walls. 4oz waterproof is also easy to sew on
standard sewing machine, so bespoke made to measure items can be structured without fuss. When the
fabric gets a bit muddy you can hand clean it with hot water and a drop of detergent, or put the whole
piece in the waashing machine but make sure its at 30 degrees or lower.

With a multitude of colours to choose from and a multitude of reasons to use it, 4 oz waterproof is a

brilliant all-rounder when it comes to waterproofing. Over 20 colours to choose from. Deep tones to light
shades and ultra-bright. Pick one or pick a set of colours to create your made to measure waterproof
space. Priced at a very reasonable £3.99 per metre or £2.99 a metre if you are bulk buying a 100 metre
roll or more. The width is 150 cm wide, plenty to work with for all sorts of projects.

Large colour choice
Lightweight and strong
Tough and durable
Outdor and indoor splashproof
Industrial use PU fabric
Outdoor craft fabric

Check out our Splash Proof Curtain Blog for Cusomised waterproof curtain ideas!
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